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Cincinnati, OH based Multi-Color
Corporation is a premier global
resource of innovative decorating
solutions and packaging services to
consumer product and food and
beverage companies, national
retailers, and container manufacturers worldwide. Multi-Color is the
world’s largest producer of both
in-mold labels (IML) and heat
transfer labels (HTL), and a major
manufacturer of high-end cut and
stack and pressure-sensitive labels,
and shrink sleeves. The Company’s
Packaging Services Division,
Quick Pak, is a leading provider of
promotional packaging, assembly,
and fulfillment services. Multi-Color
has nine manufacturing locations in
the United States. Its products are
shipped to more than 650
customers in the United States,
Canada, Mexico, and Central and
South America.
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Net sales increased 10% to a
record $139 million, our third
consecutive year of double digit
annual increases.

Fiscal 2005
Financial Highlights
(amounts in thousands except per share data)

Year ended

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Net Sales

$ 139,466 $126,961 $99,560 $72,624 $66,618

Net Income

$

7,982 $

Diluted Earnings Per Share (1)

$

1.21 $

(1)

6,506 $ 6,335 $ 4,699 $ 3,559

0.99 $

0.99 $

0.76 $

All share amounts have been adjusted to reflect the 3-for-2 stock splits effective November 30, 2001 and November 30, 2003.

Net Sales

Net Income

($ in millions)

($ in millions)

139.5

Net Income grew 23% to $8 million
on the strength of improved
manufacturing efficiencies and our
recent NorthStar Print Group (NSPG)
acquisition.
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Earnings Per Share (EPS) increased
22% from a year ago to $1.21.
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>

Shareholder Equity increased 31% to
$43 million.

>

We generated $13 million in
Operating Cash Flow, an improvement
of 26% over the prior year.
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Broader Range of
Innovative Solutions at Work
Pressure-Sensitive Labels
The largest category in the overall label market because
of their simple self-adhesive qualities, pressuresensitive labels offer Multi-Color significant growth
opportunities. We innovate the category by adding
compelling marketing features like peel and reseal
labels, promotional peel-away coupon capabilities,
and clear films.

Cut & Stack
Our most recent decorating technology acquisition,
cut and stack paper and film labels are applied to
glass, plastic and metal containers. They are a
cost-effective solution for high-volume food and
beverage products, and the label of choice for
glass and plastic beer bottles the world over.

In-Mold Labels (IML)
As the inventor of IMLs for blow molded and
injection molded containers, Multi-Color is the
leader in technology and market share. IMLs
are placed into the container mold in line,
making them one with the container. We
continue to lead in the category by adding
stronger, lighter weight substrates, peel-away
coupons, and other innovative features.

Heat Transfer Labels (HTL)
Multi-Color is the market leader in this label
category. By transferring ink directly onto the
container surface by heat and pressure, HTL’s
“no label” look offers customers limitless
decorating approaches and vivid imagery. Heat
transfer applications are desirable for many
health and beauty, food and beverage, and home
care products.

Shrink Sleeves
Shrink sleeve’s growing popularity is evident in
food and beverage and health and beauty product
packaging where 360-degree brand appeal is a
marketing advantage. Produced as sleeves, these
colorful labels are slid onto containers and heated to
conform precisely to the contours of the containers.

Packaging Services
Our Packaging Services Division is a leading provider
of high-volume contract packaging services. Known
to the markets we serve as Quick Pak, our promotional
packaging, custom assembly, and turnkey project
management resources help national retailers and consumer
product manufacturers innovate their product promotions
and merchandising campaigns.
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Dear Fellow
Shareholders,
I am pleased to report to you on Multi-Color’s seventh
consecutive year of increased sales and operating
income. Throughout fiscal 2005, we continued to
position ourselves for future, sustainable growth.
n a year marked by record earnings,
significant operational improvements,
and our largest acquisition
to date, Multi-Color demonstrated its
commitment to achieve predictable,
consistent performance. Our
growth and financial success are
the result of a clearly defined
strategy executed by our
innovative, hard-working
associates.

I

Striving to Achieve
Long-term Growth
Today Multi-Color is fundamentally a more predictable
growth company than just three
years ago. Our Value Proposition,
propelled by four strategic
acquisitions since 2002, offers
our customers an unparalleled
range of decorating solutions to
support brand design and product
innovation for national and global
consumer products companies.
As a result, we are able to
capitalize on more opportunities in more
segments of the consumer packaging
market than ever. The flexibility of our
portfolio of decorating solutions,
combined with application expertise,
continues to differentiate us in the
marketplace, giving relevance to our
business model.
As we grow, our goal is to create value
for our shareholders and customers.
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Evidence of Value for our Shareholders:
> Shareholder Equity increased 31%
to $43 million in 2005.
> Declared first-ever dividend of $.20 per
share on an annual basis.
> The share price of your Multi-Color stock
has grown 83% in the last two years;
101% in the last three years.

Evidence of Value for our Customers:
> Received supplier of the year awards
from two major customers—Unilever
and Miller Brewing Co.
> Recipient of Gold and Diamond Awards
at the 17th Annual DuPont Awards for
Innovation in Packaging.
> Assisted numerous customers with
new product launches in record time.

Innovation at Work
As we concentrate on optimizing the
value our products and services create
for our customers, innovation has been
and will be the driving factor. We define
innovation as “Changing the way we do
things in order to get a better result.”
We will use innovation to increase
sales by improving the performance of
our products. In turn, this will support
the design needs of the products
our customers sell to consumers, thus
enhancing the consumer experience.
We will use innovation to reduce costs
in every area of our business.

We have also used innovation by installing
state-of-the-art equipment, such as our
new gravure printing press in Scottsburg,
Indiana, and by implementing our new
information system across our business.
Over the past year, we have
strengthened our management capability
with people who continuously strive for
ways to achieve better results.
By focusing on these key elements of
our business, and by pursuing a selective
acquisition strategy, we believe we can
more than double our business within the
next five years.

The benefits of cost reduction
provide us a competitive advantage
in the marketplace while enhancing
profitability.
Since the NorthStar acquisition in
January 2005, we have established crossfunctional teams that are aggressively
identifying best demonstrated practices
across our manufacturing facilities.
Significant opportunities are being
targeted that will generate purchasing
savings, waste reduction, efficiency
improvements, and even better
capacity utilization.

Leveraging Value in the Marketplace
We have spent the last five years
building a portfolio of products and the
infrastructure to deliver them, creating
an extraordinarily compelling value
proposition. We made good progress by
expanding our customer base in 2005,
however we need to do better.
Fiscal 2006 will be characterized by a
re-doubling of our marketing efforts.
By integrating a marketing mentality in
everything we do, we will broaden our
perspective of the marketplace.
The combination of Multi-Color and
NorthStar Print Group creates a $200
million growth engine that gives us the
opportunity to leverage our capabilities
and resources.

Earning Your Confidence for
the Long Term
We know that our true value to shareholders is achieving predictable earnings
and consistent sales growth over time.
To achieve this, our goals for fiscal
2006 are:

Meaningful Cost Reduction
During the first half of fiscal 2005,
we completed the integration of shrink
sleeve technology into our Scottsburg,
Indiana facility. This manufacturing
consolidation plan improved asset
utilization and reduced fixed costs, the
benefits of which we began realizing in
the second half of the year. This initiative
emphasizes our long-standing principle
of remaining a low-cost manufacturer.
Well-defined continuous improvement
plans are an integral part of our
manufacturing process.
We will use innovation to find better
and lower cost ways to manufacture
our products.

> Win new customers
> Grow existing customers

Innovation at Work
Produces
2005 Highlights
Acquired NorthStar
Print Group, Inc.
in January 2005, our seventh and
largest acquisition since 1999.
NorthStar adds new dimensions to
our product and market mix through
technologically-advanced label
solutions for such global customers
as Miller Brewing Co., Kraft Foods,
Exxon-Mobil, Procter & Gamble,
and others.

Started up new state-ofthe-art, $5 million, 10-color
rotogravure printing press
in September 2004 at our
Scottsburg, Indiana facility. The
press adds to the plant’s current
daily production of over nine million
in-mold and shrink sleeve labels.

> Generate meaningful cost reductions
> Pursue selective acquisitions

I want to thank our Board of Directors
for its support and encouragement.
Our Board continues its exemplary
performance in corporate governance.
I also want to thank our associates
for their commitment and dedication to
our customers.
Today, I am more optimistic than ever
before in Multi-Color’s ability to provide
its customers and shareholders with
value. For our customers, we have earned
a strong position in the marketplace.
For our shareholders, we are poised to
provide long-term growth.

Francis D. Gerace
President and
Chief Executive Officer
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Commenced the integration
of a $2 million management
information system
throughout all Company facilities
starting in October 2004. The
system provides access to real-time
production data, supply chain
management, and dynamic
scheduling for customer projects
across all business lines.

Multi-Color Board declared
the Company’s first quarterly
cash dividend
of five cents per common share based
on our consistently strong cash flow
and confidence in higher operating
performance going forward.

Multi-Color now ranks as one of
North America’s top three label
producers in size and technology.

innovation
work
Innovation is changing the way we do things
in order to get a better result.
nnovation is the most sought-after
business competency in today’s
increasingly demanding marketplace.
As consumer product companies drive
to differentiate their products through
brand design, it takes the assistance of
innovative suppliers to turn consumers
into customers. That’s how Multi-Color
creates value for its customers.
Utilizing a consultative and collaborative approach with our customers, we
can provide brand managers
a portfolio of innovative label
technologies to support their
product design processes.

I

Our newly-acquired cut and
stack label solutions are
applied to all beverage SKUs
for Miller Brewing Company,
including the Miller® Lite
brand. In 2005, Miller
Brewing awarded Multi-Color
its Supplier of the Year award
for the third time, acknowledging our outstanding
customer service, cost
competitiveness, and quality.
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Leading with Product Innovation
Now, more than ever, we find
innovation at work from the design of
our products through the creative ways
we apply them.
Our Product Leadership teams
concentrate their efforts on innovation
that results in increasing sales or reducing
costs—anything else is meaningless.
Our product development pipeline is
full of recent and emerging solutions:
> Next-generation heat transfer
technologies that enhance decoration
coverage with a crisper, cleaner image,
which is the ultimate no label look.
> The advancement of transparent IML film
that now offers the consumer a clear
view of the container and its contents.

To assist Maybelline in its 2004
holiday beauty care promotions,
Quick Pak supplied the innovation with
a comprehensive solution----design,
sourcing, procurement, and assembly.
We delivered this total solution to our
customer with speed and efficiency.

Our innovative
pressure-sensitive, peelreseal system, combined
with our advanced printing
technology, provides
functionality and premium
shelf appeal to Procter &
Gamble Olay® Total Effects
wet-cleansing cloths.

Having built the protective properties into
the ink system, our ink-only heat transfer
technology enhances packages with the
ultimate “no label” look. The result for
Napa Valley Vineyards is a graphic image
with no visible label border, accentuating
the product’s unique and Old World appeal.

> Shrink sleeves developed with special
insulating properties to keep beverages
hotter or colder in their containers.
> Applying our peel and reseal pressuresensitive label technology to new
markets like food product containers.
> Patented AquaStar™ cut and stack film
labels that apply to PET beer bottles,
making the container 100% recyclable.

Innovation is at work at Multi-Color in
all aspects of our operations. Our brand
of innovation is customer focused and
delivers exceptional results by turning
consumers into customers.

Multi-Color’s heat transfer
technology on glass created
an innovative package for
Cocktails by Jenn™, a new line
of premium vodka cocktails.
Our patented application
creates a frosted look without
the high cost and environmental
concerns of a traditional acidetching process.
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Decorating
Striving to make
a strong brand
impression in the
marketing of its
Sgt. Peppermint™
Cream Liqueur, McCormick
Distilling Company relied on
the shrink sleeve expertise
of Multi-Color. The unmistakable
pink and red sleeve promotes
the bottle’s distinctive imagery
and bright brand appeal. Projects
like Sgt. Peppermint highlight
Multi-Color’s shrink sleeve leadership
in the growing liquor industry.

To further our growth within the
food segment, Multi-Color produces
cut and stack labels for the global
BreathSavers® brand. The labels are
printed on metallized paper,
highlighting the product’s fresh new
image. NorthStar’s long-standing
partnership with this brand deepens
the decorating solutions we provide
The Hershey Company.

Arizona Beverage Company turns to
Multi-Color for label technologies
that help it penetrate markets quickly
and with packaging impact.
In addition to eye-catching shrink
sleeves, our clear film in-mold labels
give the Arizona® No Carb line of
flavored green teas a transparent
decorating solution for its family-sized,
one-gallon plastic containers.

For year-round sports,
holiday and special event
marketing programs,
The Coca-Cola Company
decorates its famous
8-ounce glass bottles with
the precision graphics of our
heat transfer technology.
Over the years, Multi-Color
has produced hundreds
of label promotions,
featuring specially
formulated inks that
provide the “Coke Red”
consistency prominent
to the Coca Cola® and
Diet Coke® brands.
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Solutions
Our industry leadership is based on providing
customers with decorating solutions and innovation
unmatched in the marketplace.
oday Multi-Color ranks as one of
North America’s top three label
producers. While we are proud of our
achievements, they are but milestones
enroute to our longer-term objective—
to be a premier global resource of
decorating solutions and packaging
services.

T

Room to Grow
To support that objective, we have
established internal growth plans within
our Decorating Solutions Division that
are double the 4%-5% industry growth
rate. We believe we can achieve that
target by re-doubling our sales and
marketing efforts to win new customers,
while growing with existing customers.
Our expanded and fully-integrated
sales teams are aligned according to
customer categories—national
accounts, regional accounts, and
container manufacturers. Extensive
technical training and support are in
place, ensuring an effective “close”
to the sales process.
We emphasize our Value Proposition
every day. Creating value for customers
drives our growth. Providing customers
with unparalleled decorating choices
expands value creation opportunities
for us, and widens the door to new
markets and new customers.
Our sales strategy is to focus our
value on the technologically-demanding,
highly-dynamic segments of the

consumer products, food and beverage,
and automotive markets. Our NorthStar
acquisition enhances our alreadyenriched Value Proposition with the
addition of high-end cut and stack
label capabilities.

Depth of Product Leadership Opens
Up New Opportunities
Our broad band of technology is
built upon the depth of our application
experiences—a capability our
competitors cannot match:
> More in-mold and heat transfer
label experience than all competitors
combined.
> Four production facilities with
“next generation” pressuresensitive manufacturing
capabilities utilizing multiple print
technologies.
> “Break-through” cut and stack
technologies to satisfy the
marketplace in new ways.
> Leading graphics and
pre-press services with advanced
digital capabilities.
> Revolutionary technology advancements, including features
designed to enhance consumer
experience and convenience.
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What if a bottle’s label could
change its message as the
product is consumed? That’s the
cut and stack label technology
behind this remarkable marketing
technique for SalvaVida® beer
from Cerveceria Hondurena,
SABMiller’s brewery in Honduras.
Thermochromatic inks allow a
marketing message or graphic to
appear as the bottle’s temperature
changes. That’s innovation!

Vibrant graphics of our heat
transfer labels decorate
this collectible series of plastic
tumblers in a promotion by
video store chains. Multi-Color’s
high-quality rotogravure
printing replicated scenes from
classic family movies with
“picture perfect” placement
and accuracy.

Innovation—Changing the Way
Decorating is Done
Innovation is what the demanding, global
consumer product designers need and expect
from their supplier of choice.
Multi-Color’s advanced capabilities support
our customers’ product design needs. Our
objective is to help our customers turn
consumers into their customers.
Our label solution for Cocktails by Jenn™,
the popular line of premium vodka cocktails,
is market evidence. The customer wanted
the shelf appeal of frosted glass, without the
high cost of traditional acid etching, for its
new high-end, single-serving containers.
Multi-Color’s revolutionary ink-only
technology for glass created a colorful, seethrough heat transfer label. Our patented
heat transfer “frost” look gave the acid-etch
effect without the cost and any accompanying environmental concerns. The product’s
national launch was a success, with much
of the new product “buzz” attributed to
innovative packaging.
Another example of label innovation at
work is our patented
AquaStar™ cut and
stack metallized film
labels. Used on
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leading brands by major U.S. brewing
companies, AquaStar’s bright, mirror-like
finish adds visual appeal to both glass and
PET containers.
Originally developed for use on shatterresistant plastic bottles sold at public
sports and entertainment venues, AquaStar
is 100% recyclable on PET containers. From
a broader business perspective, AquaStar
labels provide a cost-effective alternative to
similar high-volume pressure-sensitive labels.
Because they run on standard high-speed
cold glue labeling equipment at production
speeds, they eliminate the need for either
bottle pre-decoration or investment in new
label application equipment.

Innovation—Finding Ways to
Reduce Costs
Continuously improving our manufacturing
processes provides our customers with
cost-effective solutions, giving us a
competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Manufacturing high-quality, low-cost products
is the best way to rapidly grow core sales.
Identifying and leveraging best practices
and transferring organization knowledge
across our diverse production network is a
key component of our integration
management process.
The recent acquisition of NorthStar
brings size and scale to Multi-Color. Size
and scale provide significant opportunities to leverage purchasing synergies
and optimize organizational potential.
The implementation of a new $2
million management information system
during the second half of fiscal 2005 gives
our operations managers visibility to realtime production data across all machine
centers. The power of information to quickly
and easily control inventory, track order
status, and monitor production schedules
provides customer service representatives
with the ability to accurately respond to
customer inquiries at a moment’s notice.
Soon, the system will be programmed to
analyze future customer needs with browserbased extranet functionality through which
customers can view their orders and
projects online.

Adding 360-degree decoration
coverage, shrink sleeve’s visual
impact pushed this “Cheers
Canada!” collector’s magnum to
the front of the shelf for a
Labatt® promotion. Customerfocused teams in our Erlanger
and Scottsburg facilities
worked to create this
oversized beverage
sleeve printed with
complex graphics and
gold and silver
metallic accents.

Whether in
the automotive
product aisle or on the
garage shelf, you can’t
miss an Absorber® towel with its
full-surface, wrap-around shrink
sleeve label. Our expertise in shrink
sleeve has allowed us to develop
new applications in food and
beverage, health and beauty, and
automotive products.

Welch’s relied on
Multi-Color’s expertise in heat
transfer labels (HTL) to merchandise its
2005 series of collectible jelly and jam jars.
Featuring classic images from the Curious
George children tales, these jars are also
used as drinking glasses. The durability of
HTL will ensure long-lasting fun for children,
even after numerous dish washings.

Multi-Color’s depth of pressuresensitive label experience helped
launch this stylish, innovative
packaging for the new Vroom® line
of auto-care products.
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Packaging
Accelerating product line
expansions and new product
launches is how major
retailers like Bath and Body
Works (BBW) innovate their
business. Our record of quality
fulfillment, quick turnaround,
and consistent reliability,
executed for this product set
for Tutti Dulci skin care, is
why BBW turns to Quick Pak
promotion after promotion.
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Quick Pak’s design and
engineering expertise turns
multi-shaped promotional
elements into elegant
groupings that attract
consumers. Case in point, this
high-end Bath & Body Works
gift set featuring an assortment
of prestigious Henri Bendle
candles, seated on an ornate
silver serving tray, and accessorized with a silver candle
snuffer. Unique, elegant and
soon enough, all sold.

Services
Our leadership in promotional packaging,
assembly, and fulfillment services is based on
our relentless focus on customer satisfaction.
ackaging Services, known in the
marketplace as Quick Pak, extended
its sales growth in fiscal 2005 and has
more than doubled in size since its
acquisition in June 2002. Expanded
production and warehousing capacity
allowed us to package, assemble, and
fulfill over 32 million units in 2005.
Growth in the health, beauty, and
personal care markets continued with
brand leaders L’Oreal, Maybelline,
Bath and Body Works, Victoria’s Secret
Beauty, Garnier, Redken, Bioré, and
Procter & Gamble.
New executive, manufacturing,
and sales leadership with extensive
operations, retail promotion, and
personal care industry experience
was added in 2004. A strengthened
management team is poised to
execute on our aggressive, double-digit
growth plans.

P

Innovation Improves Speed to Market
Responding to demanding retail
merchandising and product promotion
schedules requires flawless execution.
It takes innovative people to meet
increasingly faster production cycles
and increasingly shorter lead times.
Remember, our goal is to assist
our customers to turn consumers into
their customers.
A great example of this was providing
Garnier® with a turnkey product and
service solution for the launch of its
Fructis Style™ haircare product. We

designed and produced the new
product’s colorful shrink sleeve labels
via our Graphics Services group and
our Scottsburg facility. Then, in
response to the customer’s request,
Quick Pak applied the sleeves with a
specially integrated, on-site shrinklabeling system, eliminating additional
supply chain participants.
In all, we fulfilled several million
Fructis Style units in a 90-day period,
showcasing Multi-Color’s single-source
decorating-packaging abilities to our
national retail customers.
Our investment in a $1.2 million
warehouse management system,
along with a narrow aisle racking
system, adds 75,000 square feet of
warehousing and manufacturing
capability, and the software technology
to efficiently manage it.
Promotional packaging is a very
dynamic, complex process involving
many planning, sourcing, and
logistical challenges. Retail
packages require intense
coordination of
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Speed to market is critical to timesensitive, high-volume promotions.
We produced over one-and-a-half
million units in one month—75
truck loads—of this promotion for
Garnier® Fructis. Quick Pak
designed, sourced, and produced
the on-pack premium box, which
became the key to a promotion that
was cost effective, efficient to
assemble, and attention grabbing.

numerous components from
multiple origins, all to arrive at
their destination at precisely the
correct time.
Our new management system will
enable program managers visibility into
the supply chain on a real-time basis,
giving them more control of the
process. The system’s intelligence
provides operations managers with
information on labor requirements,
multiple production schedules, and
component status. This innovative
system will result in longer, uninterrupted production runs, faster
speed-to-market, reduced cycle-times,
and lower inventory costs.

To help Kao Brands attract
consumers to their full line of Bioré®
Pore Perfect facial care products,
Quick Pak teams engineered the
custom assembly of these complex
in-store displays. A synchronized
network of conveyor lines shrink
banded the display’s diverse product
sets, converging them at the right
moment into a central assembly
area where the display case tiers
were hand filled with a variety of
“buy one, try one” products.
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Growth Strategies at Work
Packaging Services is well positioned
for profitable growth in fiscal 2006.
Our sales and customer service teams
have been expanded and strengthened.
All major national accounts are
assigned teams who surround the
customer with program and merchandising expertise to ensure their projects
are executed flawlessly.
Increased emphasis has been
placed on penetrating new markets and
new customers. Quick Pak has a
proven track record of doing the right
things for our customers. As more and
more consumer product companies
and national retailers outsource their
manufacturing, we will leverage our
core competencies in a marketplace
exploding with opportunities.
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